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We need a model for:

- energy 

- evolution 
  (to build the trajectory / the Markov chain)

stochastic simulations of an 
interacting spin ensemble



stochastic simulations of an 
interacting spin ensemble

We need a model for:

- energy => Ising model

- evolution 
  (to build the trajectory / the Markov chain)



Ising model

H
spin

= −J

N∑

i,j=1

sisj

si = ±1

             the simplest model of interacting spin on a lattice

(next: where does it come from ? ...)
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Figure 16.2: One of the 2N possible configurations of a system of N = 16 Ising spins on a square
lattice. Also shown are the spins in the four nearest periodic images of the central cell that are
used to calculate the energy. An up spin is denoted by ↑ and a down spin is denoted by ↓. Note
that the number of nearest neighbors on a square lattice is four. The energy of this configuration
is E = −8J + 4H with periodic boundary conditions.

16.7 ∗Heat Flow

In our applications of the demon algorithm one demon shared its energy equally with all the spins.
As a result the spins all attained the same mean energy of interaction. Many interesting questions
arise when the system is not spatially uniform and is in a nonequilibrium but time-independent
(steady) state.

Let us consider heat flow in a one-dimensional Ising model. Suppose that instead of all the
sites sharing energy with one demon, each site has its own demon. We can study the flow of heat
by requiring the demons at the boundary spins to satisfy different conditions than the demons at
the other spins. The demon at spin 1 adds energy to the system by flipping this spin so that it
is in its highest energy state, that is, in the opposite direction of spin 2. The demon at spin N
removes energy from the system by flipping spin N so that it is in its lowest energy state, that is,
in the same direction as spin N − 1. As a result, energy flows from site 1 to site N via the demons
associated with the intermediate sites. In order that energy not build up at the “hot” end of the
Ising chain, we require that spin 1 can only add energy to the system if spin N simultaneously
removes energy from the system. Because the demons at the two ends of the lattice satisfy different
conditions than the other demons, we do not use periodic boundary conditions.

The temperature is determined by the generalization of the relation (16.8), that is, the tem-
perature at site i is related to the mean energy of the demon at site i. To control the temperature
gradient, we can update the end spins at a rate different than the other spins. The maximum
temperature gradient occurs if we update the end spins after every update of an internal spin. A



The Pauli principle => the energy is affected by spin
 even if     does not depend explicitly on it:

Consider two spins 1/2,          (e.g. electrons in He), their 
sum    , the basis               of the Hilbert space in the 
coupled representation, and a hamiltonian                        :

2 interacting spins

H

< S = 0|H|S = 0 >= Es

< S = 1|H|S = 1 >= Et

!s1, !s2

S |S, Sz >

singlet
triplet

We have:

H = h1 + h2 + V12

< S = 0|H|S = 0 > − < S = 1|H|S = 1 >= Es − Et



Consider  the operator:
∑

12
= !s1 · !s2 =

1

2
S2

−
3

4

which is diagonal on the coupled basis, with eigenvalues:

Consider  then: Hspin = −(Es − Et)Σ12

< S = 0|Σ12|S = 0 >= − 3

4
, < S = 1|Σ12|S = 1 >=

1

4

Idea: write a model hamiltonian explicitly dependent on 
the spin giving the same energy difference between the 
eigenvalues of its eigenstates as the original one.

We have:
< S = 0|Hspin|S = 0 > − < S = 1|Hspin|S = 1 >= Es − Et

2 interacting spins



is therefore OK! Defining:                   , we have:

Hspin = −(Es − Et)Σ12

Heisemberg hamiltonian

J ≡ Es − Et

H
spin

J>0 (Es > Et )         spins favored => ferromagnetic case

J<0 (Es < Et )         spins favored => antiferromagnetic case

= −J !s1 · !s2



Heisemberg hamiltonian

Extension to the case of several spins:

H
spin

= −

N∑

i,j=1

i!=j

Jij !si · !sj

(see also:  Ashcroft & Mermin, chap. 32, 
“Spin hamiltonian and Heisemberg model”)



Ising model

J>0 (Es > Et )         spins favored => ferromagnetic case

J<0 (Es < Et )         spins favored => antiferromagnetic case

H
spin

= −J

N∑

i,j=1

sisj

si = ±1Consider only the possibility :              and nearest neighbor 
interaction only, with the same interaction constant J
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E = -J E = +J

Figure 16.1: The interaction energy between nearest neighbor spins in the absence of an external
magnetic field.

16.6 The Ising Model

A popular model of a system of interacting variables in statistical physics is the Ising model. The
model was proposed by Lenz and investigated by his graduate student, Ising, to study the phase
transition from a paramagnet to a ferromagnet (cf. Brush). Ising computed the thermodynamic
properties of the model in one dimension and found that the model does not have a phase transition.
However, for two and three dimensions the Ising model does exhibit a transition. The nature of the
phase transition in two dimensions and the diverse applications of the Ising model are discussed
in Chapter 17.

To introduce the Ising model, consider a lattice containing N sites and assume that each
lattice site i has associated with it a number si, where si = +1 for an “up” (↑) spin and si = −1
for a “down” (↓) spin. A particular configuration or microstate of the lattice is specified by the
set of variables {s1, s2, . . . sN} for all lattice sites.

The macroscopic properties of a system are determined by the nature of the accessible mi-
crostates. Hence, it is necessary to know the dependence of the energy on the configuration of
spins. The total energy E of the Ising model is given by

E = −J
N∑

i,j=nn(i)

sisj − H
N∑

i=1

si, (16.6)

where H is proportional to a uniform external magnetic field. The first sum in (16.6) is over all
nearest neighbor pairs. The exchange constant J is a measure of the strength of the interaction
between nearest neighbor spins (see Fig. 16.1). The second sum in (16.6) represents the energy of
interaction of the magnetic moments associated with the spins with an external magnetic field.

If J > 0, then the states ↑↑ and ↓↓ are energetically favored in comparison to the states ↑↓
and ↓↑. Hence for J > 0, we expect that the state of lowest total energy is ferromagnetic, that
is, the spins all point in the same direction. If J < 0, the states ↑↓ and ↓↑ are favored and the
state of lowest energy is expected to be antiferromagnetic, that is, alternate spins are aligned. If
we subject the spins to an external magnetic field directed upward, the spins ↑ and ↓ possess an
additional internal energy given by −H and +H respectively.

An important virtue of the Ising model is its simplicity. Some of its simplifying features are
that the kinetic energy of the atoms associated with the lattice sites has been neglected, only
nearest neighbor contributions to the interaction energy have been included, and the spins are
allowed to have only two discrete values. In spite of the simplicity of the model, we will find that
it exhibits very interesting behavior.

(choosing the kind of interaction, we specify the energy model)



Ising model on a lattice

Figure 2: Lowest-energy states of the two-dimensional Ising model with ferromagnetic (left) and
antiferromagnetic (right) interactions. Solid and open circles correspond to up an down spins,
respectively.

The coupling constants Jij are often restricted to be non-zero only for lattice sites i, j that are
nearest neighbors. Here the spin vectors are three dimensional, but anisotropies can lead to effective
spin models in which the spin orientations are confined to within a plane, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
or along a single axis.

The simplest spin model is the Ising model, in which the spins have only two possible orientations
along a chosen axis; ”up” or ”down”. Denoting the degrees of freedom σi = ±1, the energy is

E =
∑

i,j

Jijσiσj − h
∑

i

σi, (17)

where we have also included an external magnetic field. The interaction Jij is again often (but not
always) non-zero only between nearest neighbors. Ising couplings can arise in a system of S = 1/2
quantum spins when anisotropies make the interactions in one spin direction dominant, e.g., only
Sz

i Sz
j may have to be considered. There is also a plethora of other physical situations that can be

mapped onto Ising models with various forms of the interaction Jij and the field h in Eq. (17), e.g.,
binary alloys (where σi correspond to the two species of atoms) and atoms adsorbed on surfaces
(where σi correspond to the presence of absence of an atom on a surface).

Considering nearest-neighbor interactions only and zero external field, the energy is

E = J
∑

〈i,j〉

σiσj , (18)

where 〈i, j〉 denotes a pair of nearest-neighbor sites i, j. In sums like thse one normally counts each
interacting spin pair only once, i.e., if the term 〈i, j〉 is included in the sum, the term 〈j, i〉 is not.
Denoting by σ the whole set of spin configurations {σ1, . . . ,σN}, where N is the total number of
spins in the system, the thermal expectation value of a function A(σ) is

〈A〉 =
1

Z

∑

σ

A(σ)e−E(σ)/T , (19)

Z =
∑

σ

e−E(σ)/T . (20)

For ferromagnetic interactions (i.e., J < 0) when T → 0 there are only two contributing spin con-
figurations; those with all spins pointing up or down. For antiferromagnetic interactions (J > 0)
there are also two lowest-energy configurations if the lattice is bipartite, i.e., if the system can

5

Lowest energy state of the 2D Ising model on a square 
lattice with ferromagnetic (J>0) and antiferromagnetic (J<0) 
interactions. Solid and open circles correspond to +1 and 
-1 spins, respectively.

J <0 J >0 
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Figure 16.1: The interaction energy between nearest neighbor spins in the absence of an external
magnetic field.

16.6 The Ising Model

A popular model of a system of interacting variables in statistical physics is the Ising model. The
model was proposed by Lenz and investigated by his graduate student, Ising, to study the phase
transition from a paramagnet to a ferromagnet (cf. Brush). Ising computed the thermodynamic
properties of the model in one dimension and found that the model does not have a phase transition.
However, for two and three dimensions the Ising model does exhibit a transition. The nature of the
phase transition in two dimensions and the diverse applications of the Ising model are discussed
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To introduce the Ising model, consider a lattice containing N sites and assume that each
lattice site i has associated with it a number si, where si = +1 for an “up” (↑) spin and si = −1
for a “down” (↓) spin. A particular configuration or microstate of the lattice is specified by the
set of variables {s1, s2, . . . sN} for all lattice sites.

The macroscopic properties of a system are determined by the nature of the accessible mi-
crostates. Hence, it is necessary to know the dependence of the energy on the configuration of
spins. The total energy E of the Ising model is given by

E = −J
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sisj − H
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i=1

si, (16.6)

where H is proportional to a uniform external magnetic field. The first sum in (16.6) is over all
nearest neighbor pairs. The exchange constant J is a measure of the strength of the interaction
between nearest neighbor spins (see Fig. 16.1). The second sum in (16.6) represents the energy of
interaction of the magnetic moments associated with the spins with an external magnetic field.

If J > 0, then the states ↑↑ and ↓↓ are energetically favored in comparison to the states ↑↓
and ↓↑. Hence for J > 0, we expect that the state of lowest total energy is ferromagnetic, that
is, the spins all point in the same direction. If J < 0, the states ↑↓ and ↓↑ are favored and the
state of lowest energy is expected to be antiferromagnetic, that is, alternate spins are aligned. If
we subject the spins to an external magnetic field directed upward, the spins ↑ and ↓ possess an
additional internal energy given by −H and +H respectively.

An important virtue of the Ising model is its simplicity. Some of its simplifying features are
that the kinetic energy of the atoms associated with the lattice sites has been neglected, only
nearest neighbor contributions to the interaction energy have been included, and the spins are
allowed to have only two discrete values. In spite of the simplicity of the model, we will find that
it exhibits very interesting behavior.
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Ising model:
interesting quantities 



Ising model: energy
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state of lowest energy is expected to be antiferromagnetic, that is, alternate spins are aligned. If
we subject the spins to an external magnetic field directed upward, the spins ↑ and ↓ possess an
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Energy in presence of an external magnetic field:

E = −J

N∑

i,j=nn(i)

sisj

No external magnetic field:

or, better, define an average energy per spin: E/N

(nn=nearest neighbor)



Ising model: magnetization
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For the familiar case of classical particles with continuously varying position and velocity
coordinates, the dynamics is given by Newton’s laws. For the Ising model the dependence (16.6) of
the energy on the spin configuration is not sufficient to determine the time-dependent properties
of the system. That is, the relation (16.6) does not tell us how the system changes from one spin
configuration to another and we have to introduce the dynamics separately.

In Problem ?? we simulated the Ising model using a cellular automata approach. The major
limitation of this approach is that it is difficult for the system to sample a representative set of
configurations. In addition, there is no simple measure of the temperature. The demon algorithm
is much more effective at exploring the set of possible configurations, because the energy of the
lattice can fluctuate slightly allowing the lattice to sample any configuration with nearly the same
energy. We implement the demon algorithm by choosing a spin at random. The trial change
corresponds to a flip of the spin from ↑ to ↓ or ↓ to ↑.

Because we are interested in the properties of an infinite system, we have to choose appropriate
boundary conditions. The simplest boundary condition in one dimension is to choose a “free
surface” so that the spins at sites 1 and N each have one nearest neighbor interaction only. In
general, a better choice is periodic boundary conditions. For this choice the lattice becomes a ring
and the spins at sites 1 and N interact with one another and hence have the same number of
interactions as do the other spins.

What are some of the physical quantities whose averages we wish to compute? An obvious
physical quantity is the magnetization M given by

M =
N∑

i=1

si, (16.7)

and the magnetization per spin m = M/N . Usually we are interested in the average values 〈M〉
and the fluctuations 〈M2〉−〈M〉2. We can determine the temperature T as a function of the energy
of the system in two ways. One way is to measure the probability that the demon has energy Ed.
Because we know that this probability is proportional to exp(−Ed/kT ), we can determine T from
a plot of the logarithm of the probability as a function of Ed. An easier way to determine T is to
measure the mean demon energy. However, because the values of Ed are not continuous for the
Ising model, T is not proportional to 〈Ed〉 as it is for the ideal gas. We show in Appendix 16.8
that for H = 0 and the limit of an infinite system, the temperature is related to 〈Ed〉 by

kT/J =
4

ln
(
1 + 4J/〈Ed〉

) . (16.8)

The result (16.8) comes from replacing the integrals in (16.5) by sums over the possible demon
energies. Note that in the limit |J/Ed| & 1, (16.8) reduces to kT = Ed as expected.

Program demon implements the microcanonical simulation of the Ising model in one dimension
using spin flip dynamics and periodic boundary conditions. Once the initial configuration is chosen,
the demon algorithm is similar to that described in Section 16.3. However, in contrast to the ideal
gas, the spins in the one-dimensional Ising model must be chosen randomly.

PROGRAM demon
! demon algorithm for the d = 1 Ising model in zero magnetic field

“Order parameter”:  total magnetization, or -better-
average magnetization per spin:

m =
M

N
=

1

N

N∑

i=1

si

−1 ≤ m ≤ +1



The ground state energy per spin 
(ferromagnetic case,  thermodynamic limit  (N large), no ext. field) is:  

 E0/N = -  2J
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Phase transitions in magnetics

Phase transitions are observed in surprisingly simple 
systems, e.g. on a lattice of interacting spins si (magnet

vectors). Interaction energy of nearest neighbours pair is 
    Eij = -J (si sj ) . 

Total energy E and magnetization M for a spins 
configuration {s1, s2, ... sn} is obtained by summation

throughout the lattice. In the Heisenberg model every spin
can take arbitrary direction. In the XY model spins rotate in a
plane.

In the Ising model spins have only two possible states +-1 (up or down). As since every spin takes

two values, therefore there are 2n different configurations for n spins. You see below 24 = 16 spin 
configurations for 2x2 lattice.

 E = -4J            E = 4J

+ +   - -          + -   - +

+ +   - -          - +   + -

 E = 0

- +   + -   + +   + +    + -   - +   - -   - -    - -   + -   + +   - +

+ +   + +   + -   - +    - -   - -   - +   + -    + +   + -   - -   - +

For J > 0 the state of lowest energy is when all spins are aligned. The state has macroscopic
magnetizaion, i.e. it is ferromagnetic. The system is degenerate as since several configurations have
the same energy. Entropy S(E) is minimal when spins are aligned and it grows with increasing of E
(and hence degeneracy).

It is supposed that spins interact too with thermostat at 
temperature T. In thermal equilibrium any system
minimizes the F = E - T S value. Therefore at low
temperature Ising spins minimize energy. Interaction aligns
all spin vectors in the same direction, giving huge total 
magnetic fields. At high temperature the system maximizes
entropy (and disorder). Thermal fluctuations break this
order. The randomness of the spin configuration tends to
wash out the large scale magnetism. 
In the 2D Ising model there is a phase transition at Tc =

2.269 from disordered (non-magnetic) to ordered magnetic 
state (see Fig.1).

2D Ising model

20x20 Ising lattice is shown below. Up and down spins are white and black squares. You see
magnetization M (the red curve) and energy E (the blue one) in the right part of the applet and in the
Status bar. You can watch thermal fluctuations, phase transition and clusters formation (or melting)
by changing temperature (choose 200x200 lattice for a 1GHz PC) 
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For J > 0 the state of lowest energy is when all the spins are aligned.

The state has macroscopic magnetization (ferromagnetic).

Ising model: 
configurations and energy
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Total energy E and magnetization M for a spins 
configuration {s1, s2, ... sn} is obtained by summation

throughout the lattice. In the Heisenberg model every spin
can take arbitrary direction. In the XY model spins rotate in a
plane.

In the Ising model spins have only two possible states +-1 (up or down). As since every spin takes

two values, therefore there are 2n different configurations for n spins. You see below 24 = 16 spin 
configurations for 2x2 lattice.
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For J > 0 the state of lowest energy is when all spins are aligned. The state has macroscopic
magnetizaion, i.e. it is ferromagnetic. The system is degenerate as since several configurations have
the same energy. Entropy S(E) is minimal when spins are aligned and it grows with increasing of E
(and hence degeneracy).

It is supposed that spins interact too with thermostat at 
temperature T. In thermal equilibrium any system
minimizes the F = E - T S value. Therefore at low
temperature Ising spins minimize energy. Interaction aligns
all spin vectors in the same direction, giving huge total 
magnetic fields. At high temperature the system maximizes
entropy (and disorder). Thermal fluctuations break this
order. The randomness of the spin configuration tends to
wash out the large scale magnetism. 
In the 2D Ising model there is a phase transition at Tc =

2.269 from disordered (non-magnetic) to ordered magnetic 
state (see Fig.1).

2D Ising model

20x20 Ising lattice is shown below. Up and down spins are white and black squares. You see
magnetization M (the red curve) and energy E (the blue one) in the right part of the applet and in the
Status bar. You can watch thermal fluctuations, phase transition and clusters formation (or melting)
by changing temperature (choose 200x200 lattice for a 1GHz PC) 
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(microstates)



Ising model: dynamics?

Beside an energy model, we must define a dynamics 
in order to simulate the evolution of the system

(i.e. to generate the trajectory in the phase space,
to generate the configurations of the Markov chain)



Ising model: 
spin flip dynamics

Consider nn 
interactions, choose 
a random spin and
flip it: it’s a new 
configuration    
(a microstate)
Apply Metropolis Monte Carlo method for 
evolution in the canonical ensemble (fix T).
Evolution is driven by the energy change between 
the old and the new configuration,         .
Remark: Is it sufficient to calculate only         , not  E      
at each new configuration!

∆E

Figure 4: Updating attempts for the Ising model (left), where a spin to be flipped is selected at
random (here the one indicated by a circle), and for particles occupying a continuous volume (right),
where a particle to be moved is selected at random and its new position is generated randomly
within a sphere surrounding it (indicated by a gray circle).

The transition probability P (Ci → Cj) in the examples given above can be written as a product of
two probabilities; one for attempting a certain update (selection of the spin to be flipped, or the
particle to be moved and the displacement vector !δ) and one for actually carrying out the change
(accepting it). We hence write

P (Ci → Cj) = P attempt(Ci → Cj)P
accept(Ci → Cj). (30)

It is often the case, as it is in the examples mentioned above, that the probability of attempting
each of the possible updates is trivially uniform, i.e., P attempt(Ci → Cj) = constant, independent
of i, j. This part of the transition probability then drops out of the detailed balance condition (29)
and we are left with a detailed-balance condition for the acceptance probabilities;

P accept(Ci → Cj)

P accept(Cj → Ci)
=

W (Cj)

W (Ci)
. (31)

This condition can be fulfilled in a number of ways, among which the most commonly used is the
Metropolis acceptance probability;

P accept(Ci → Cj) = min

[

W (Cj)

W (Ci)
, 1

]

. (32)

In other words, if the new configuration weight is higher (corresponding to lowering the energy of
the system) we always accept the update, whereas if it is lower we accept it with a probability equal
to the ratio of the new and old weights. It can easily be checked that this Metropolis acceptance
probability indeed satisfies the detailed balance condition (31). To determine whether or not to
accept the update when P accept(Cj) < 1, the acceptance probability (i.e., the weight ratio) can be
compared with a ranom number r ∈ [0, 1); if r < P accept(Ci → Cj) the update is accepted, and
otherwise it is rejected. If an update is rejected, the old configuration Ci should be considered the
next configuration in the sequence. The whole procedure of attempting updates and accepting or
rejecting them using the above scheme goes under the name of the Metropolis algorithm, after the
first author of the paper where this method was first introduced.2

Another often used acceptance probability that can be used with the Metropolis algorithm is

P accept(Ci → Cj) =
W (Cj)

W (Ci) + W (Cj)
, (33)

2N. Metropolis, A. W. Rosenbluth, M. N. Rosenbluth, A. H. Teller, and E. Teller, Equations of state calculations

by fast computing machines, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 1087 (1953). This paper is recommended reading!
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!E = -8J

!E = -4J

!E = 0

!E = 4J

!E = 8J

Figure 16.3: The five possible transitions of the Ising model on the square lattice with spin flip
dynamics.



Ising model: 
boundary conditions

Of course we cannot simulate an infinite system 
(the thermodynamic limit).
We have two choices for the simulation cell:

- free (open) boundary conditions
- periodic boundary conditions (PBC)



Energy per spin in the ground state converges to the value  
E0/N = - 2J  in the thermodynamic limit

(with deviations ~1/L)

Ising model: 
free boundary conditions

in a N=LxL spin lattice there are 2L(L-1) nn interactions;
for the ferromagnetic g.s. configuration, for instance, the energy is:

E0/N = -J x 2L(L-1)/L2

    = -2J x (1-1/L) 
E0/N=-J E0/N=-(12/9)J E0/N=-(24/16)J ...

(volume term) (surface term)
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Figure 16.2: One of the 2N possible configurations of a system of N = 16 Ising spins on a square
lattice. Also shown are the spins in the four nearest periodic images of the central cell that are
used to calculate the energy. An up spin is denoted by ↑ and a down spin is denoted by ↓. Note
that the number of nearest neighbors on a square lattice is four. The energy of this configuration
is E = −8J + 4H with periodic boundary conditions.

16.7 ∗Heat Flow

In our applications of the demon algorithm one demon shared its energy equally with all the spins.
As a result the spins all attained the same mean energy of interaction. Many interesting questions
arise when the system is not spatially uniform and is in a nonequilibrium but time-independent
(steady) state.

Let us consider heat flow in a one-dimensional Ising model. Suppose that instead of all the
sites sharing energy with one demon, each site has its own demon. We can study the flow of heat
by requiring the demons at the boundary spins to satisfy different conditions than the demons at
the other spins. The demon at spin 1 adds energy to the system by flipping this spin so that it
is in its highest energy state, that is, in the opposite direction of spin 2. The demon at spin N
removes energy from the system by flipping spin N so that it is in its lowest energy state, that is,
in the same direction as spin N − 1. As a result, energy flows from site 1 to site N via the demons
associated with the intermediate sites. In order that energy not build up at the “hot” end of the
Ising chain, we require that spin 1 can only add energy to the system if spin N simultaneously
removes energy from the system. Because the demons at the two ends of the lattice satisfy different
conditions than the other demons, we do not use periodic boundary conditions.

The temperature is determined by the generalization of the relation (16.8), that is, the tem-
perature at site i is related to the mean energy of the demon at site i. To control the temperature
gradient, we can update the end spins at a rate different than the other spins. The maximum
temperature gradient occurs if we update the end spins after every update of an internal spin. A
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Ising model: PBC
The energy is a 2N-term sum:
each spin interacts with its NN 
within the simulation cell or 
with the NN images



Ising model: PBC
We have always:

� of spins UP Degeneracy Energy Magnetisation
4 1 �8�J 4
3 4 0 2
2 4 0 0
2 2 8�J 0
1 4 0 �2
0 1 �8�J �4

Table 3.1: Energy and magnetisation of 24 states of the zero-field 2×2 Ising model.

Next we can compute all the quantities of interest using Table 3.1. The partition function is given by:

(3.20)Z � 2 e8��J � 12 � 2 e�8��J.

From this equation and (3.8) we find:

(3.21)U � �
1

Z
�2��8� e8��J � 2 ��8��e�8��J�.

We can find the exact values for �E2�, �M�, � |M | �, �M 2� and the dependence of C and � on �J in the
same manner.

In the limit of an infinite large lattice it is also possible to solve the 2D Ising model analytically (see
for instance [10] and [13]): The best known value to date for the critical Temperature is kBTc/J = 2.271
( kBTc/J =4.5108 for 3D).

CurrentValue[FileName] 33

TTC

M

Although  the  origin  of  ferromagnetism  is  quantum  mechanical  in  nature,  the  study  of  the  classical
Ising  spin  model  provides  much  insight  into  the  properties  of  magnetic  systems  in  the  vicinity  of  a
phase  transition.  Exceptions  are  systems  with  T�Tc  and  models  of  iron  and  nickel  where  the
individual spin moments are no longer localised.

The  physical  properties  of  interest  which  we  want  to  extract  from  a  Ising  spin  simulation  are:  The
mean energy �E�, the mean magnetisation �M�,  the heat capacity C and the magnetic susceptibility �.
We  can  estimate  these  properties  at  the  phase  transitions  by  examining  the  critical  exponents  (see
Chapter 5.3) from computer experiments.

� 3.2.2 Enumeration  of the Ising model on a 2×2 lattice

The number of possible states or configurations of the Ising model increases as 2N ,  therefore we can
only enumerate the possible configurations for small N. As an example we calculate various quantities
of interest for a 2×2 Ising model on a square lattice.

Two different configurations with 2 spins up are shown in Figure 3.1

E�0 E�8

Figure 3.1: Examples of Ising configurations on a 2×2 square lattice, with 
boundary conditions.

In Table 3.1 we list the states according to their total energy and magnetisation.
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Phase transitions in magnetics

Phase transitions are observed in surprisingly simple 
systems, e.g. on a lattice of interacting spins si (magnet

vectors). Interaction energy of nearest neighbours pair is 
    Eij = -J (si sj ) . 

Total energy E and magnetization M for a spins 
configuration {s1, s2, ... sn} is obtained by summation

throughout the lattice. In the Heisenberg model every spin
can take arbitrary direction. In the XY model spins rotate in a
plane.

In the Ising model spins have only two possible states +-1 (up or down). As since every spin takes

two values, therefore there are 2n different configurations for n spins. You see below 24 = 16 spin 
configurations for 2x2 lattice.

 E = -4J            E = 4J

+ +   - -          + -   - +

+ +   - -          - +   + -

 E = 0

- +   + -   + +   + +    + -   - +   - -   - -    - -   + -   + +   - +

+ +   + +   + -   - +    - -   - -   - +   + -    + +   + -   - -   - +

For J > 0 the state of lowest energy is when all spins are aligned. The state has macroscopic
magnetizaion, i.e. it is ferromagnetic. The system is degenerate as since several configurations have
the same energy. Entropy S(E) is minimal when spins are aligned and it grows with increasing of E
(and hence degeneracy).

It is supposed that spins interact too with thermostat at 
temperature T. In thermal equilibrium any system
minimizes the F = E - T S value. Therefore at low
temperature Ising spins minimize energy. Interaction aligns
all spin vectors in the same direction, giving huge total 
magnetic fields. At high temperature the system maximizes
entropy (and disorder). Thermal fluctuations break this
order. The randomness of the spin configuration tends to
wash out the large scale magnetism. 
In the 2D Ising model there is a phase transition at Tc =

2.269 from disordered (non-magnetic) to ordered magnetic 
state (see Fig.1).

2D Ising model

20x20 Ising lattice is shown below. Up and down spins are white and black squares. You see
magnetization M (the red curve) and energy E (the blue one) in the right part of the applet and in the
Status bar. You can watch thermal fluctuations, phase transition and clusters formation (or melting)
by changing temperature (choose 200x200 lattice for a 1GHz PC) 
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but the energy for each configuration in case of free boundary conditions 
and PBC is different:

E = 0 E = 8J
Two different configurations with 2 spins up

Energy and magnetization of 16 configurations of the 2×2 Ising model 
with PBC

Energy per spin in the ground state is always equal to the value  
E0/N = - 2J  in the thermodynamic limit
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Figure 17.1: The temperature dependence of m(T ), the mean magnetization per spin, for the
infinite lattice Ising model in two dimensions.

b. Repeat for L = 16. Do you need more Monte Carlo steps than in part (a) to obtain statistically
independent data? If so, why?

c. The exact value of E/N for the two-dimensional Ising model on a square lattice with L = 16
and T = Tc = 2/ ln(1 +

√
2) ≈ 2.269 is given by E/N = −1.45306 (to five decimal places). This

value of Tc is exact for the infinite lattice. The exact result for E/N allows us to determine the
actual error in this case. Compute 〈E〉 by averaging E after each Monte Carlo step per spin for
mcs ≥ 106. Compare your actual error to the estimated error given by (17.19) and (17.20) and
discuss their relative values.

17.5 The Ising Phase Transition

Now that we have tested our program for the two-dimensional Ising model, we are ready to explore
its properties. We first summarize some of the qualitative properties of infinite ferromagnetic
systems in zero magnetic field. We know that at T = 0, the spins are perfectly aligned in either
direction, that is, the mean magnetization per spin m(T ) = 〈M(T )〉/N is given by m(T = 0) = ±1.
As T is increased, the magnitude of m(T ) decreases continuously until T = Tc at which m(T )
vanishes (see Fig. 17.1). Because m(T ) vanishes continuously rather than abruptly, the transition
is termed continuous rather than discontinuous. (The term first-order describes a discontinuous
transition.)

How can we characterize a continuous magnetic phase transition? Because a nonzero m implies
that a net number of spins are spontaneously aligned, we designate m as the order parameter of
the system. Near Tc, we can characterize the behavior of many physical quantities by power law
behavior just as we characterized the percolation threshold (see Table 13.1). For example, we can

Ising model:  phase transition

Tc = 2.269 J/kB 

Low T: spin configuration minimizes energy 
(if J>0: spins tend to align => high (absolute) magnetization)

High T: spin configuration maximizes entropy 

(=disorder) (spins tend to disalign => low magnetization)
          

existence of a 
Critical temperature Tc

in 2D the model has an 
analytical solution:

<|   |>
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E = −J

N∑

i,j=nn(i)

sisj

and also the energy fluctuates during time evolution...



Ising model: fluctuations
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and describe the qualitative behavior of P (E). If the plot of lnP (E) versus E does not yield a
straight line, describe the qualitative features of the plot, and determine a functional form for
P (E).

e. Compute the mean energy for T = 10, 20, 40, 80, and 120 and estimate the heat capacity from
its definition C = ∂E/∂T .

f. Compute the mean square energy fluctuations 〈(∆E)2〉 = 〈E2〉 − 〈E〉2 for T = 10 and T = 40.
Compare the magnitude of the ratio 〈(∆E)2〉/T 2 with the heat capacity determined in part (e).

You might have been surprised to find in Problem 17.3d that the form of P (E) is a Gaussian
centered about the mean energy of the system. That is, the distribution function of a macroscopic
quantity such as the total energy is sharply peaked about its mean value. If the microstates are
distributed according to the Boltzmann probability, why is the total energy distributed according
to the Gaussian distribution?

17.4 The Ising Model

One of the more interesting natural phenomena in nature is magnetism. You are probably familiar
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the absence of an applied magnetic field. This nonzero magnetization occurs only if the temperature
is lower than a well defined temperature known as the Curie or critical temperature Tc. For
temperatures T > Tc, the magnetization vanishes. Hence Tc separates the disordered phase for
T > Tc from the ferromagnetic phase for T < Tc.

The origin of magnetism is quantum mechanical in nature and an area of much experimental
and theoretical interest. However, the study of simple classical models of magnetism has provided
much insight. The two- and three-dimensional Ising model is the most commonly studied classical
model and is particularly useful in the neighborhood of the magnetic phase transition. As discussed
in Chapter 16, the energy of the Ising model is given by

E = −J
N∑

i,j=nn(i)

sisj − µ0B
N∑

i=1

si, (17.11)

where s = ±1, J is a measure of the strength of the interaction between spins, and the first sum
is over all pairs of spins that are nearest neighbors. The second term in (17.11) is the energy of
interaction of the magnetic moment with an external magnetic field. Because of the neglect of the
other spin components, the Ising model does not give a complete description of ferromagnetism,
especially at temperatures well below Tc.

The thermal quantities of interest for the Ising model include the mean energy 〈E〉 and the
heat capacity C. As we have discussed, one way to determine C at constant external magnetic
field is from its definition C = ∂〈E〉/∂T . An alternative way of determining C is to relate it to
the statistical fluctuations of the total energy in the canonical ensemble (see Appendix 17.31):

C =
1

kT 2

(
〈E2〉 − 〈E〉2

)
. (17.12)
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Another quantity of interest is the mean magnetization 〈M〉 (see (16.7)) and the corresponding
thermodynamic derivative χ:

χ = lim
H→0

∂〈M〉
∂H

, (17.13)

where H is proportional to the external magnetic field. In the following, we will refer to H as the
magnetic field. The zero field magnetic susceptibility χ is an example of a linear response function,
because it measures the ability of a spin to “respond” due to a change in the external magnetic
field. In analogy to the heat capacity, χ is related to the fluctuations of the magnetization (see
Appendix 17.31):

χ =
1

kT

(
〈M2〉 − 〈M〉2

)
, (17.14)

where 〈M〉 and 〈M2〉 are evaluated in zero magnetic fields. Relations (17.12) and (17.14) are
examples of the general relation between linear response functions and equilibrium fluctuations.

Now that we have specified several equilibrium quantities of interest, we implement the
Metropolis algorithm for the Ising model. The possible trial change is the flip of a spin, si → −si.
The Metropolis algorithm was stated in Section 17.2 as a method for generating states with the
desired Boltzmann probability, but the flipping of single spins also can be interpreted as a reason-
able approximation to the real dynamics of an anisotropic magnet whose spins are coupled to the
vibrations of the lattice. The coupling leads to random spin flips, and we expect that one Monte
Carlo step per spin is proportional to the average time between single spin flips observed in the
laboratory. We can regard single spin flip dynamics as a time dependent process and observe the
relaxation to equilibrium after a sufficiently long time. In the following, we will frequently refer to
the application of the Metropolis algorithm to the Ising model as “single spin flip dynamics.”

In Problem 17.4 we use the Metropolis algorithm to simulate the one-dimensional Ising model.
Note that the parameters J and kT do not appear separately, but appear together in the dimen-
sionless ratio J/kT . Unless otherwise stated, we measure temperature in units of J/k, and set
H = 0.
Problem 17.4. One-dimensional Ising model

a. Write a Monte Carlo program to simulate the one-dimensional Ising model in equilibrium with
a heat bath. (Modify SUB changes in Program demon (see Chapter 16) or see Program ising,
listed in the following, for an example of the implementation of the Metropolis algorithm to the
two-dimensional Ising model.) Use periodic boundary conditions. As a test of your program,
compute the mean energy and magnetization of the lattice for N = 20 and T = 1. Draw the
microscopic state (configuration) of the system after each Monte Carlo step per spin.

b. Choose N = 20, T = 1, mcs = 100, and all spins up, that is, si = +1 initially. What is the
initial “temperature” of the system? Visually inspect the configuration of the system after each
Monte Carlo step and estimate the time it takes for the system to reach equilibrium. Then
change the initial condition so that the orientation of the spins is chosen at random. What is
the initial “temperature” of the system in this case? Estimate the time it takes for the system
to reach equilibrium in the same way as before.
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C =

∂〈E〉

∂T
(already proved):

but also:

Fluctuations are intrinsic to the system evolution 
and are important!

Linear response functions are related to 
equilibrium fluctuations:
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Phase transitions in magnetics

Phase transitions are observed in surprisingly simple 
systems, e.g. on a lattice of interacting spins si (magnet

vectors). Interaction energy of nearest neighbours pair is 
    Eij = -J (si sj ) . 

Total energy E and magnetization M for a spins 
configuration {s1, s2, ... sn} is obtained by summation

throughout the lattice. In the Heisenberg model every spin
can take arbitrary direction. In the XY model spins rotate in a
plane.

In the Ising model spins have only two possible states +-1 (up or down). As since every spin takes

two values, therefore there are 2n different configurations for n spins. You see below 24 = 16 spin 
configurations for 2x2 lattice.

 E = -4J            E = 4J

+ +   - -          + -   - +

+ +   - -          - +   + -

 E = 0

- +   + -   + +   + +    + -   - +   - -   - -    - -   + -   + +   - +

+ +   + +   + -   - +    - -   - -   - +   + -    + +   + -   - -   - +

For J > 0 the state of lowest energy is when all spins are aligned. The state has macroscopic
magnetizaion, i.e. it is ferromagnetic. The system is degenerate as since several configurations have
the same energy. Entropy S(E) is minimal when spins are aligned and it grows with increasing of E
(and hence degeneracy).

It is supposed that spins interact too with thermostat at 
temperature T. In thermal equilibrium any system
minimizes the F = E - T S value. Therefore at low
temperature Ising spins minimize energy. Interaction aligns
all spin vectors in the same direction, giving huge total 
magnetic fields. At high temperature the system maximizes
entropy (and disorder). Thermal fluctuations break this
order. The randomness of the spin configuration tends to
wash out the large scale magnetism. 
In the 2D Ising model there is a phase transition at Tc =

2.269 from disordered (non-magnetic) to ordered magnetic 
state (see Fig.1).

2D Ising model

20x20 Ising lattice is shown below. Up and down spins are white and black squares. You see
magnetization M (the red curve) and energy E (the blue one) in the right part of the applet and in the
Status bar. You can watch thermal fluctuations, phase transition and clusters formation (or melting)
by changing temperature (choose 200x200 lattice for a 1GHz PC) 

C =

∂〈E〉

∂T
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Rapid change in <E> and <M> => singularities in    andC χ

magnetic susceptibility:

specific heat:

(Large fluctuations near 
the phase transition:

Second Order phase transition)
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Exercises Lecture IX

Ising Model

1. Ising Model on a square lattice

Write a code for a 2D Ising model on a square lattice in equilibrium with a thermal bath,
without external magnetic field, using the spin flip dynamics (considered as an actual
temporal evolution process), and periodic boundary conditions (PBC). See for instance the
code ising.f90.
A useful reference paper is D.P. Landau, Phys. Rev. B 13, 2997 (1976).
Input parameters are:

• L (linear lattice dimension, which gives the number of spins: N=L*L),
• nmcs (number of total MC steps per spin)
• nequil (number of equilibration MC steps per spin)
• T (temperature of the thermal bath).

Quantities of interest are: the magnetization:

M =
NX

i=1

si;

the energy, with < i, j > all over the nearest neighbor pairs:

E = �J
X

<i,j>

sisj ;

and quantities related to them, such as the heat capacity per spin:

C = (< E2 > � < E >2)/kBT 2N,

and the magnetic susceptibility per spin, in absence of an external magentic field:

� = (< M2 > � < M >2)/kBTN.

Consider units such that kB=1, J=1.

(a) Choose L=30, T=2, and initially spin=±1 randomly. How much time (i.e. how many
nequil MC steps) is it necessary to equilibrate the system? Does the system appear
ordered or disordered? Calculate < E >/N, < M >/N, C and �.

(b) For fixed T=2 change the initial condition of magnetization (choose for instance some
typical ordered configurations -all spins up, all spins down, alternatively up or down as
on a chessboard, all left hand side spins up and all right hand side down, . . . ). Does
the equilibration time change?

(c) Change the temperature T by varying it from 1 to 4 with 0.5 steps. Calculate < E >/N,
< M >/N, C and � as functions of T . Do plots. Calculate C and � both in terms of
energy and magnetization fluctuations respectively and doing the numerical derivatives
with respect to the temperature. Can you estimate the critical temperature (whose value
Tc = 2.269 J/kB for 2D is known in case L!1)?

1

Implementing the Ising model
on a 2D square lattice in the canonical ensemble

H
spin

= −J

N∑

i,j=1

sisj si = ±1

zero-field, nearest neighbor interactions only



Implementing the Ising model

print *, "mean magnetization per spin =", mave
print *, "mean squared magnetization per spin =", m2ave
print *, "mean |magnetization| per spin =", abs_mave

end subroutine output

end module common

program ising
! metropolis algorithm for the ising model on a square lattice
use common
integer :: imcs,ispin,jspin
real (kind = double), dimension(5) :: cum
call initial(nequil,cum)
! equilibrate system
do imcs = 1,nequil

call metropolis()
end do
! accumulate data while updating spins
do imcs = 1,nmcs

call metropolis()
call data(cum)

end do
call output(cum)

open(unit=8,file=’ising.dat’,status=’replace’)
do jspin = 1,L

do ispin = 1,L
if(spin(ispin,jspin)==1)write(8,*)ispin,jspin

end do
end do
close(8)

end program ising
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(f) In ising.f90 the numerical estimate of E and M is implemented by updating E at each
MC step over all the lattice, i.e. after one (on average) trial move for all the spins,
chosen randomly one at a time. Choose for instance L=30 and a certain value of T.
Can you see any di�erence if you choose the spins to flip in an ordered sequence?

(g) Instead of updating E after each MC step, do it for each configuration, i.e. after each
single MC step per spin. Compare some results obtained with the two methods, and
discuss whether the two methods are equivalent or not.

!cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
!c ising.f90
!c
!c Metropolis algorithm to calculate <E>, <M>, in the canonical ensemble
!c (fix T,N,V) with a 2D Ising model
!c
!c Here: K_B = 1
!c J = 1
!c
!cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
module common

implicit none
public :: initial,metropolis,DeltaE
public :: data,output
integer, public, parameter :: double = selected_real_kind(13)
real (kind = double), public :: T,E,M
integer, public, dimension(:,:), allocatable :: spin
real (kind = double), public, dimension(-8:8) :: w
integer, public, dimension(2) :: seed
integer, public :: N,L,nmcs,nequil
integer, public :: accept

contains

subroutine initial(nequil,cum)
integer, intent (out) :: nequil
real (kind = double), dimension(:), intent (out) :: cum
integer :: x,y,up,right,sums,i,dE
real :: rnd
print *, "linear dimension of lattice L ="
read *, L
allocate(spin(L,L))
print *, "reduced temperature T ="
read *, T
N = L*L
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.....

print *, "# MC steps per spin for equilibrium ="
read *, nequil
print *, "# MC steps per spin for averages ="
read *, nmcs
print *, "seed (2) ="
read *, seed

! call random_seed(put=seed)
M = 0.0_double
! random initial configuration
do y = 1,L

do x = 1,L
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd < 0.5) then

spin(x,y) = 1
else

spin(x,y) = -1
end if
M = M + spin(x,y)

end do
end do
! compute initial energy
E = 0.0_double
do y = 1,L

! periodic boundary conditions
if (y == L) then

up = 1
else

up = y + 1
end if
do x = 1,L

if (x == L) then
right = 1

else
right = x + 1

end if
sums = spin(x,up) + spin(right,y)

! calcola l’energia iniziale sommando su tutte le coppie di NN
! (dato uno spin, solo con il NN sopra e il NN destra,
! e non sotto e a sin., cosi’ contiamo le interazioni una volta sola)

E = E - spin(x,y)*sums
end do

end do
!
! calcola le probabilita’ di transizione secondo la distrib. di Boltzmann
! (exp(-deltaE/KT)
! Avendo posto la forza delle interazioni (il param. J)=1,

3

.....

.....
si = ±1

Ising model on a lattice
L : linear lattice dimension
N = LxL : number of spins
a configuration (a microstate) is the whole 
sequence of spins, i.e. the LxL array spin(x,y)
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For the familiar case of classical particles with continuously varying position and velocity
coordinates, the dynamics is given by Newton’s laws. For the Ising model the dependence (16.6) of
the energy on the spin configuration is not sufficient to determine the time-dependent properties
of the system. That is, the relation (16.6) does not tell us how the system changes from one spin
configuration to another and we have to introduce the dynamics separately.

In Problem ?? we simulated the Ising model using a cellular automata approach. The major
limitation of this approach is that it is difficult for the system to sample a representative set of
configurations. In addition, there is no simple measure of the temperature. The demon algorithm
is much more effective at exploring the set of possible configurations, because the energy of the
lattice can fluctuate slightly allowing the lattice to sample any configuration with nearly the same
energy. We implement the demon algorithm by choosing a spin at random. The trial change
corresponds to a flip of the spin from ↑ to ↓ or ↓ to ↑.

Because we are interested in the properties of an infinite system, we have to choose appropriate
boundary conditions. The simplest boundary condition in one dimension is to choose a “free
surface” so that the spins at sites 1 and N each have one nearest neighbor interaction only. In
general, a better choice is periodic boundary conditions. For this choice the lattice becomes a ring
and the spins at sites 1 and N interact with one another and hence have the same number of
interactions as do the other spins.

What are some of the physical quantities whose averages we wish to compute? An obvious
physical quantity is the magnetization M given by

M =
N∑

i=1

si, (16.7)

and the magnetization per spin m = M/N . Usually we are interested in the average values 〈M〉
and the fluctuations 〈M2〉−〈M〉2. We can determine the temperature T as a function of the energy
of the system in two ways. One way is to measure the probability that the demon has energy Ed.
Because we know that this probability is proportional to exp(−Ed/kT ), we can determine T from
a plot of the logarithm of the probability as a function of Ed. An easier way to determine T is to
measure the mean demon energy. However, because the values of Ed are not continuous for the
Ising model, T is not proportional to 〈Ed〉 as it is for the ideal gas. We show in Appendix 16.8
that for H = 0 and the limit of an infinite system, the temperature is related to 〈Ed〉 by

kT/J =
4

ln
(
1 + 4J/〈Ed〉

) . (16.8)

The result (16.8) comes from replacing the integrals in (16.5) by sums over the possible demon
energies. Note that in the limit |J/Ed| & 1, (16.8) reduces to kT = Ed as expected.

Program demon implements the microcanonical simulation of the Ising model in one dimension
using spin flip dynamics and periodic boundary conditions. Once the initial configuration is chosen,
the demon algorithm is similar to that described in Section 16.3. However, in contrast to the ideal
gas, the spins in the one-dimensional Ising model must be chosen randomly.

PROGRAM demon
! demon algorithm for the d = 1 Ising model in zero magnetic field

Total magnetization, or define an average 
magnetization per spin:

m =
M

N
=

1

N

N∑

i=1

si

print *, "# MC steps per spin for equilibrium ="
read *, nequil
print *, "# MC steps per spin for averages ="
read *, nmcs
print *, "seed (2) ="
read *, seed

! call random_seed(put=seed)
M = 0.0_double
! random initial configuration
do y = 1,L

do x = 1,L
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd < 0.5) then

spin(x,y) = 1
else

spin(x,y) = -1
end if
M = M + spin(x,y)

end do
end do
! compute initial energy
E = 0.0_double
do y = 1,L

! periodic boundary conditions
if (y == L) then

up = 1
else

up = y + 1
end if
do x = 1,L

if (x == L) then
right = 1

else
right = x + 1

end if
sums = spin(x,up) + spin(right,y)

! calculate the initial energy summing all over pairs
! (gor a given spin, consider only the up NN and the right NN
! - NOT the down and the left NN - : each interaction is counted once

E = E - spin(x,y)*sums
end do

end do
!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).
! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
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print *, "# MC steps per spin for equilibrium ="
read *, nequil
print *, "# MC steps per spin for averages ="
read *, nmcs
print *, "seed (2) ="
read *, seed

! call random_seed(put=seed)
M = 0.0_double
! random initial configuration
do y = 1,L

do x = 1,L
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd < 0.5) then

spin(x,y) = 1
else

spin(x,y) = -1
end if
M = M + spin(x,y)

end do
end do
! compute initial energy
E = 0.0_double
do y = 1,L

! periodic boundary conditions
if (y == L) then

up = 1
else

up = y + 1
end if
do x = 1,L

if (x == L) then
right = 1

else
right = x + 1

end if
sums = spin(x,up) + spin(right,y)

! calculate the initial energy summing all over pairs
! (gor a given spin, consider only the up NN and the right NN
! - NOT the down and the left NN - : each interaction is counted once

E = E - spin(x,y)*sums
end do

end do
!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).
! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
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..........

print *, "# MC steps per spin for equilibrium ="
read *, nequil
print *, "# MC steps per spin for averages ="
read *, nmcs
print *, "seed (2) ="
read *, seed

! call random_seed(put=seed)
M = 0.0_double
! random initial configuration
do y = 1,L

do x = 1,L
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd < 0.5) then

spin(x,y) = 1
else

spin(x,y) = -1
end if
M = M + spin(x,y)

end do
end do
! compute initial energy
E = 0.0_double
do y = 1,L

! periodic boundary conditions
if (y == L) then

up = 1
else

up = y + 1
end if
do x = 1,L

if (x == L) then
right = 1

else
right = x + 1

end if
sums = spin(x,up) + spin(right,y)

! calculate the initial energy summing all over pairs
! (gor a given spin, consider only the up NN and the right NN
! - NOT the down and the left NN - : each interaction is counted once

E = E - spin(x,y)*sums
end do

end do
!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).
! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
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print *, "# MC steps per spin for equilibrium ="
read *, nequil
print *, "# MC steps per spin for averages ="
read *, nmcs
print *, "seed (2) ="
read *, seed

! call random_seed(put=seed)
M = 0.0_double
! random initial configuration
! compute initial magnetization
do y = 1,L

do x = 1,L
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd < 0.5) then

spin(x,y) = 1
else

spin(x,y) = -1
end if
M = M + spin(x,y)

end do
end do
! compute initial energy
E = 0.0_double
do y = 1,L

! periodic boundary conditions
if (y == L) then

up = 1
else

up = y + 1
end if
do x = 1,L

if (x == L) then
right = 1

else
right = x + 1

end if
sums = spin(x,up) + spin(right,y)

! calculate the initial energy summing all over pairs
! (gor a given spin, consider only the up NN and the right NN
! - NOT the down and the left NN - : each interaction is counted once

E = E - spin(x,y)*sums
end do

end do
!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).

3

(Instead of the loop over x,y:  M=sum(spin))

−1 ≤ m ≤ +1



Ising model: energy

print *, "# MC steps per spin for equilibrium ="
read *, nequil
print *, "# MC steps per spin for averages ="
read *, nmcs
print *, "seed (2) ="
read *, seed

! call random_seed(put=seed)
M = 0.0_double
! random initial configuration
! compute initial magnetization
do y = 1,L

do x = 1,L
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd < 0.5) then

spin(x,y) = 1
else

spin(x,y) = -1
end if
M = M + spin(x,y)

end do
end do
! compute initial energy
E = 0.0_double
do y = 1,L

! periodic boundary conditions
if (y == L) then

up = 1
else

up = y + 1
end if
do x = 1,L

if (x == L) then
right = 1

else
right = x + 1

end if
sums = spin(x,up) + spin(right,y)

! calculate the initial energy summing all over pairs
! (gor a given spin, consider only the up NN and the right NN
! - NOT the down and the left NN - : each interaction is counted once

E = E - spin(x,y)*sums
end do

end do
!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).
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print *, "# MC steps per spin for equilibrium ="
read *, nequil
print *, "# MC steps per spin for averages ="
read *, nmcs
print *, "seed (2) ="
read *, seed

! call random_seed(put=seed)
M = 0.0_double
! random initial configuration
! compute initial magnetization
do y = 1,L

do x = 1,L
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd < 0.5) then

spin(x,y) = 1
else

spin(x,y) = -1
end if
M = M + spin(x,y)

end do
end do
! compute initial energy
E = 0.0_double
do y = 1,L

! periodic boundary conditions
if (y == L) then

up = 1
else

up = y + 1
end if
do x = 1,L

if (x == L) then
right = 1

else
right = x + 1

end if
sums = spin(x,up) + spin(right,y)

! calculate the initial energy summing all over pairs
! (gor a given spin, consider only the up NN and the right NN
! - NOT the down and the left NN - : each interaction is counted once

E = E - spin(x,y)*sums
end do

end do
!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).
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print *, "# MC steps per spin for equilibrium ="
read *, nequil
print *, "# MC steps per spin for averages ="
read *, nmcs
print *, "seed (2) ="
read *, seed

! call random_seed(put=seed)
M = 0.0_double
! random initial configuration
! compute initial magnetization
do y = 1,L

do x = 1,L
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd < 0.5) then

spin(x,y) = 1
else

spin(x,y) = -1
end if
M = M + spin(x,y)

end do
end do
! compute initial energy
E = 0.0_double
do y = 1,L

! periodic boundary conditions
if (y == L) then

up = 1
else

up = y + 1
end if
do x = 1,L

if (x == L) then
right = 1

else
right = x + 1

end if
sums = spin(x,up) + spin(right,y)

! calculate the initial energy summing all over pairs
! (gor a given spin, consider only the up NN and the right NN
! - NOT the down and the left NN - : each interaction is counted once

E = E - spin(x,y)*sums
end do

end do
!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).

3
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Figure 16.2: One of the 2N possible configurations of a system of N = 16 Ising spins on a square
lattice. Also shown are the spins in the four nearest periodic images of the central cell that are
used to calculate the energy. An up spin is denoted by ↑ and a down spin is denoted by ↓. Note
that the number of nearest neighbors on a square lattice is four. The energy of this configuration
is E = −8J + 4H with periodic boundary conditions.

16.7 ∗Heat Flow

In our applications of the demon algorithm one demon shared its energy equally with all the spins.
As a result the spins all attained the same mean energy of interaction. Many interesting questions
arise when the system is not spatially uniform and is in a nonequilibrium but time-independent
(steady) state.

Let us consider heat flow in a one-dimensional Ising model. Suppose that instead of all the
sites sharing energy with one demon, each site has its own demon. We can study the flow of heat
by requiring the demons at the boundary spins to satisfy different conditions than the demons at
the other spins. The demon at spin 1 adds energy to the system by flipping this spin so that it
is in its highest energy state, that is, in the opposite direction of spin 2. The demon at spin N
removes energy from the system by flipping spin N so that it is in its lowest energy state, that is,
in the same direction as spin N − 1. As a result, energy flows from site 1 to site N via the demons
associated with the intermediate sites. In order that energy not build up at the “hot” end of the
Ising chain, we require that spin 1 can only add energy to the system if spin N simultaneously
removes energy from the system. Because the demons at the two ends of the lattice satisfy different
conditions than the other demons, we do not use periodic boundary conditions.

The temperature is determined by the generalization of the relation (16.8), that is, the tem-
perature at site i is related to the mean energy of the demon at site i. To control the temperature
gradient, we can update the end spins at a rate different than the other spins. The maximum
temperature gradient occurs if we update the end spins after every update of an internal spin. A
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E = -J E = +J

Figure 16.1: The interaction energy between nearest neighbor spins in the absence of an external
magnetic field.

16.6 The Ising Model

A popular model of a system of interacting variables in statistical physics is the Ising model. The
model was proposed by Lenz and investigated by his graduate student, Ising, to study the phase
transition from a paramagnet to a ferromagnet (cf. Brush). Ising computed the thermodynamic
properties of the model in one dimension and found that the model does not have a phase transition.
However, for two and three dimensions the Ising model does exhibit a transition. The nature of the
phase transition in two dimensions and the diverse applications of the Ising model are discussed
in Chapter 17.

To introduce the Ising model, consider a lattice containing N sites and assume that each
lattice site i has associated with it a number si, where si = +1 for an “up” (↑) spin and si = −1
for a “down” (↓) spin. A particular configuration or microstate of the lattice is specified by the
set of variables {s1, s2, . . . sN} for all lattice sites.

The macroscopic properties of a system are determined by the nature of the accessible mi-
crostates. Hence, it is necessary to know the dependence of the energy on the configuration of
spins. The total energy E of the Ising model is given by

E = −J
N∑

i,j=nn(i)

sisj − H
N∑

i=1

si, (16.6)

where H is proportional to a uniform external magnetic field. The first sum in (16.6) is over all
nearest neighbor pairs. The exchange constant J is a measure of the strength of the interaction
between nearest neighbor spins (see Fig. 16.1). The second sum in (16.6) represents the energy of
interaction of the magnetic moments associated with the spins with an external magnetic field.

If J > 0, then the states ↑↑ and ↓↓ are energetically favored in comparison to the states ↑↓
and ↓↑. Hence for J > 0, we expect that the state of lowest total energy is ferromagnetic, that
is, the spins all point in the same direction. If J < 0, the states ↑↓ and ↓↑ are favored and the
state of lowest energy is expected to be antiferromagnetic, that is, alternate spins are aligned. If
we subject the spins to an external magnetic field directed upward, the spins ↑ and ↓ possess an
additional internal energy given by −H and +H respectively.

An important virtue of the Ising model is its simplicity. Some of its simplifying features are
that the kinetic energy of the atoms associated with the lattice sites has been neglected, only
nearest neighbor contributions to the interaction energy have been included, and the spins are
allowed to have only two discrete values. In spite of the simplicity of the model, we will find that
it exhibits very interesting behavior.

print *, "reduced temperature T ="
read *, T
N = L*L
print *, "# MC steps per spin for equilibrium ="
read *, nequil
print *, "# MC steps per spin for averages ="
read *, nmcs
print *, "seed (1:4) ="
read *, seed
call random_seed(put=seed)
M = 0.0_double
! random initial configuration
! compute initial magnetization
do y = 1,L

do x = 1,L
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd < 0.5) then

spin(x,y) = 1
else

spin(x,y) = -1
end if
M = M + spin(x,y)

end do
end do
! compute initial energy
E = 0.0_double
do y = 1,L

! periodic boundary conditions
if (y == L) then

up = 1
else

up = y + 1
end if
do x = 1,L

if (x == L) then
right = 1

else
right = x + 1

end if
sums = spin(x,up) + spin(right,y)

! calculate the initial energy summing all over pairs
! (for a given spin, consider only the up NN and the right NN
! - NOT the down and the left NN - : each interaction is counted once

E = E - spin(x,y)*sums
end do

end do

3

up

right
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print *, "# MC steps per spin for equilibrium ="
read *, nequil
print *, "# MC steps per spin for averages ="
read *, nmcs
print *, "seed (2) ="
read *, seed

! call random_seed(put=seed)
M = 0.0_double
! random initial configuration
do y = 1,L

do x = 1,L
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd < 0.5) then

spin(x,y) = 1
else

spin(x,y) = -1
end if
M = M + spin(x,y)

end do
end do
! compute initial energy
E = 0.0_double
do y = 1,L

! periodic boundary conditions
if (y == L) then

up = 1
else

up = y + 1
end if
do x = 1,L

if (x == L) then
right = 1

else
right = x + 1

end if
sums = spin(x,up) + spin(right,y)

! calculate the initial energy summing all over pairs
! (gor a given spin, consider only the up NN and the right NN
! - NOT the down and the left NN - : each interaction is counted once

E = E - spin(x,y)*sums
end do

end do
!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).
! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
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Figure 16.2: One of the 2N possible configurations of a system of N = 16 Ising spins on a square
lattice. Also shown are the spins in the four nearest periodic images of the central cell that are
used to calculate the energy. An up spin is denoted by ↑ and a down spin is denoted by ↓. Note
that the number of nearest neighbors on a square lattice is four. The energy of this configuration
is E = −8J + 4H with periodic boundary conditions.

16.7 ∗Heat Flow

In our applications of the demon algorithm one demon shared its energy equally with all the spins.
As a result the spins all attained the same mean energy of interaction. Many interesting questions
arise when the system is not spatially uniform and is in a nonequilibrium but time-independent
(steady) state.

Let us consider heat flow in a one-dimensional Ising model. Suppose that instead of all the
sites sharing energy with one demon, each site has its own demon. We can study the flow of heat
by requiring the demons at the boundary spins to satisfy different conditions than the demons at
the other spins. The demon at spin 1 adds energy to the system by flipping this spin so that it
is in its highest energy state, that is, in the opposite direction of spin 2. The demon at spin N
removes energy from the system by flipping spin N so that it is in its lowest energy state, that is,
in the same direction as spin N − 1. As a result, energy flows from site 1 to site N via the demons
associated with the intermediate sites. In order that energy not build up at the “hot” end of the
Ising chain, we require that spin 1 can only add energy to the system if spin N simultaneously
removes energy from the system. Because the demons at the two ends of the lattice satisfy different
conditions than the other demons, we do not use periodic boundary conditions.

The temperature is determined by the generalization of the relation (16.8), that is, the tem-
perature at site i is related to the mean energy of the demon at site i. To control the temperature
gradient, we can update the end spins at a rate different than the other spins. The maximum
temperature gradient occurs if we update the end spins after every update of an internal spin. A



Ising model: 
spin flip dynamics

! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)

else if (x == L) then
left = spin(L-1,y)
right = spin(1,y)

4

Choose a random spin and flip it: 
it’s a new configuration (a microstate)

! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)

else if (x == L) then
left = spin(L-1,y)
right = spin(1,y)

4

.....

1 ≤ x ≤ L

1 ≤ y ≤ L

Flip is:

but do it later, only if you decide to accept the flip (according to Metropolis)



Ising model: 
energy variations per spin flip

Evolution is driven by the energy change between 
the old and the new configuration (Metropolis MC)

! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)

else if (x == L) then
left = spin(L-1,y)
right = spin(1,y)
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..........

else
left = spin(x-1,y)
right = spin(x+1,y)

end if
if (y == 1) then

up = spin(x,2)
down = spin(x,L)

else if (y == L) then
up = spin(x,1)
down = spin(x,L-1)

else
up = spin(x,y+1)
down = spin(x,y-1)

end if
DeltaE_result = 2*spin(x,y)*(left + right + up + down)

! also here the factor 2 is to account for the variation
end function DeltaE

subroutine data(cum)
! accumulate data after every Monte Carlo step per spin
real (kind = double), dimension(:), intent (inout) :: cum
cum(1) = cum(1) + E
cum(2) = cum(2) + E*E
cum(3) = cum(3) + M
cum(4) = cum(4) + M*M
cum(5) = cum(5) + abs(M)

end subroutine data

subroutine output(cum)
real (kind = double), dimension(:), intent (inout) :: cum
real (kind = double) :: eave,e2ave,mave,m2ave,abs_mave
real :: acceptance_prob
integer, dimension(1) :: seed_old
acceptance_prob = real(accept)/real(N*(nmcs+nequil))
eave = cum(1)/real(N*nmcs)
e2ave = cum(2)/real(N*N*nmcs)
mave = cum(3)/real(N*nmcs)
m2ave = cum(4)/real(N*N*nmcs)
abs_mave = cum(5)/real(N*nmcs)
print *, "temperature =", T
print *, "acceptance probability =", acceptance_prob
print *, "mean energy per spin =", eave
print *, "mean squared energy per spin =", e2ave
print *, "mean magnetization per spin =", mave
print *, "mean squared magnetization per spin =", m2ave
print *, "mean |magnetization| per spin =", abs_mave
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! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)

else if (x == L) then
left = spin(L-1,y)
right = spin(1,y)

4

.....

.....

energy variation for spin(x,y) flip

w(dE) is e
−∆E/kBT



! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)

else if (x == L) then
left = spin(L-1,y)
right = spin(1,y)

4

! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)

else if (x == L) then
left = spin(L-1,y)
right = spin(1,y)

4

else
left = spin(x-1,y)
right = spin(x+1,y)

end if
if (y == 1) then

up = spin(x,2)
down = spin(x,L)

else if (y == L) then
up = spin(x,1)
down = spin(x,L-1)

else
up = spin(x,y+1)
down = spin(x,y-1)

end if
DeltaE_result = 2*spin(x,y)*(left + right + up + down)

! also here the factor 2 is to account for the variation
end function DeltaE

subroutine data(cum)
! accumulate data after every Monte Carlo step per spin
real (kind = double), dimension(:), intent (inout) :: cum
cum(1) = cum(1) + E
cum(2) = cum(2) + E*E
cum(3) = cum(3) + M
cum(4) = cum(4) + M*M
cum(5) = cum(5) + abs(M)

end subroutine data

subroutine output(cum)
real (kind = double), dimension(:), intent (inout) :: cum
real (kind = double) :: eave,e2ave,mave,m2ave,abs_mave
real :: acceptance_prob
integer, dimension(1) :: seed_old
acceptance_prob = real(accept)/real(N*(nmcs+nequil))
eave = cum(1)/real(N*nmcs)
e2ave = cum(2)/real(N*N*nmcs)
mave = cum(3)/real(N*nmcs)
m2ave = cum(4)/real(N*N*nmcs)
abs_mave = cum(5)/real(N*nmcs)
print *, "temperature =", T
print *, "acceptance probability =", acceptance_prob
print *, "mean energy per spin =", eave
print *, "mean squared energy per spin =", e2ave
print *, "mean magnetization per spin =", mave
print *, "mean squared magnetization per spin =", m2ave
print *, "mean |magnetization| per spin =", abs_mave

5

.....

.....

Energy variations per spin flip with PBC
CHAPTER 16. THE MICROCANONICAL ENSEMBLE 571

Figure 16.2: One of the 2N possible configurations of a system of N = 16 Ising spins on a square
lattice. Also shown are the spins in the four nearest periodic images of the central cell that are
used to calculate the energy. An up spin is denoted by ↑ and a down spin is denoted by ↓. Note
that the number of nearest neighbors on a square lattice is four. The energy of this configuration
is E = −8J + 4H with periodic boundary conditions.

16.7 ∗Heat Flow

In our applications of the demon algorithm one demon shared its energy equally with all the spins.
As a result the spins all attained the same mean energy of interaction. Many interesting questions
arise when the system is not spatially uniform and is in a nonequilibrium but time-independent
(steady) state.

Let us consider heat flow in a one-dimensional Ising model. Suppose that instead of all the
sites sharing energy with one demon, each site has its own demon. We can study the flow of heat
by requiring the demons at the boundary spins to satisfy different conditions than the demons at
the other spins. The demon at spin 1 adds energy to the system by flipping this spin so that it
is in its highest energy state, that is, in the opposite direction of spin 2. The demon at spin N
removes energy from the system by flipping spin N so that it is in its lowest energy state, that is,
in the same direction as spin N − 1. As a result, energy flows from site 1 to site N via the demons
associated with the intermediate sites. In order that energy not build up at the “hot” end of the
Ising chain, we require that spin 1 can only add energy to the system if spin N simultaneously
removes energy from the system. Because the demons at the two ends of the lattice satisfy different
conditions than the other demons, we do not use periodic boundary conditions.

The temperature is determined by the generalization of the relation (16.8), that is, the tem-
perature at site i is related to the mean energy of the demon at site i. To control the temperature
gradient, we can update the end spins at a rate different than the other spins. The maximum
temperature gradient occurs if we update the end spins after every update of an internal spin. A

x = 1 x = L

y = L

y = 1



Ising model: 
storage of Boltzmann’s coeff.CHAPTER 16. THE MICROCANONICAL ENSEMBLE 577

!E = -8J

!E = -4J

!E = 0

!E = 4J

!E = 8J

Figure 16.3: The five possible transitions of the Ising model on the square lattice with spin flip
dynamics.

! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)

else if (x == L) then
left = spin(L-1,y)
right = spin(1,y)

4

Convenient to store the 
Boltzmann’s coefficient for 

these discrete values of
energy variations



Ising model: 
updating energy and magnetization

!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).
! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)
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!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).
! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)
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!
! calculate the transition probability according
! to the Boltzmann distribution (exp(-deltaE/KT).
! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)

4

∆E is already a variation

..........

..... DO NOT CALCULATE 
EVERYTHING FROM THE 

SCRATCH!!



Spin flip dynamics: how 
to choose spin to flip?

! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)

else if (x == L) then
left = spin(L-1,y)
right = spin(1,y)

4

! Choosing the interaction parameter J=1,
! possible energy variations per spin flip are -8,-4,0,+4,+8:

do dE = -8,8,4
w(dE) = exp(-dE/T)

end do
accept = 0
do i = 1,5

cum(i) = 0.0_double
end do

end subroutine initial

subroutine metropolis()
! one Monte Carlo step per spin
integer :: ispin,x,y,dE
real :: rnd
do ispin = 1,N

! random x and y coordinates for trial spin
call random_number(rnd)
x = int(L*rnd) + 1
call random_number(rnd)
y = int(L*rnd) + 1
dE = DeltaE(x,y)
call random_number(rnd)
if (rnd <= w(dE)) then

spin(x,y) = -spin(x,y)
accept = accept + 1
M = M + 2*spin(x,y) ! factor 2 is to account for the variation:
E = E + dE ! (-(-)+(+))

end if
end do

end subroutine metropolis

function DeltaE(x,y) result (DeltaE_result)
! periodic boundary conditions
integer, intent (in) :: x,y
integer :: DeltaE_result
integer :: left
integer :: right
integer :: up
integer :: down
if (x == 1) then

left = spin(L,y)
right = spin(2,y)

else if (x == L) then
left = spin(L-1,y)
right = spin(1,y)

4

.....

1 ≤ x ≤ L

1 ≤ y ≤ L

do x = 1,L

do y = 1,L

...

Random ...

or ordered (sequential) ...



Spin flip dynamics: how 
to choose spin to flip?

• ORDERED: in some cases, it could go more 
slowly towards equilibrium (see later: 
correlation time), but it depends...

• NO appreciable differences in the statistics 
at equilibrium



Measuring physical quantities: 
how to accumulate data?

After one MC step per spin for all spins:

print *, "mean magnetization per spin =", mave
print *, "mean squared magnetization per spin =", m2ave
print *, "mean |magnetization| per spin =", abs_mave

end subroutine output

end module common

program ising
! metropolis algorithm for the ising model on a square lattice
use common
integer :: imcs,ispin,jspin
real (kind = double), dimension(5) :: cum
call initial(nequil,cum)
! equilibrate system
do imcs = 1,nequil

call metropolis()
end do
! accumulate data while updating spins
do imcs = 1,nmcs

call metropolis()
call data(cum)

end do
call output(cum)

open(unit=8,file=’ising.dat’,status=’replace’)
do jspin = 1,L

do ispin = 1,L
if(spin(ispin,jspin)==1)write(8,*)ispin,jspin

end do
end do
close(8)

end program ising

6

contains the loop over all the spins

Alternatively, do it after each MC step per individual spin...

else if (x == L) then
left = spin(L-1,y)
right = spin(1,y)

else
left = spin(x-1,y)
right = spin(x+1,y)

end if
if (y == 1) then

up = spin(x,2)
down = spin(x,L)

else if (y == L) then
up = spin(x,1)
down = spin(x,L-1)

else
up = spin(x,y+1)
down = spin(x,y-1)

end if
DeltaE_result = 2*spin(x,y)*(left + right + up + down)

! also here the factor 2 is to account for the variation
end function DeltaE

subroutine data(cum)
! accumulate data after every Monte Carlo step per spin
real (kind = double), dimension(5), intent (inout) :: cum
cum(1) = cum(1) + E
cum(2) = cum(2) + E*E
cum(3) = cum(3) + M
cum(4) = cum(4) + M*M
cum(5) = cum(5) + abs(M)

end subroutine data

subroutine output(cum)
real (kind = double), dimension(5), intent (inout) :: cum
real (kind = double) :: eave,e2ave,mave,m2ave,abs_mave
real :: acceptance_prob
integer, dimension(1) :: seed_old
acceptance_prob = real(accept)/real(N)/real(nmcs+nequil)
eave = cum(1)/real(N)/real(nmcs)
e2ave = cum(2)/real(N*N)/real(nmcs)
mave = cum(3)/real(N)/real(nmcs)
m2ave = cum(4)/real(N*N)/real(nmcs)
abs_mave = cum(5)/real(N)/real(nmcs)
print *, "temperature =", T
print *, "acceptance probability =", acceptance_prob
print *, "mean energy per spin =", eave
print *, "mean squared energy per spin =", e2ave

5



Measuring physical quantities: how to 
accumulate data?
Further remarks...

• Use statistically INDEPENDENT configurations

• Calculate therefore the CORRELATION TIME 
by considering the autocorrelation functions:

CM (t) =< M(t)M(0) > − < M >2, CE(t) =< E(t)E(0) > − < E >2

CM (t) → 0 and CE(t) → 0 exponentially for t → ∞

with a certain decay time τ : consider intervals longer than τ

for statistical averages

(NOTE: ”critical slowling down” for T → TC)

(CM (0) ∝ χ, CE(0) ∝ CV )



• see also CORRELATION LENGTH between 
magnetic domains, 

• close to Tc, also the correlation length increases 
(spin alignments are more correlated), up to 
divergence

ζ(T )

Measuring physical quantities: how to 
accumulate data?
Further remarks...



Measuring physical quantities: 
which errors?

• necessary to give the ERROR ESTIMATE 
corresponding to the measured physical 
quantity  !!! 

• (see Tab. 1 of D.P. Landau, PRB 13, 2997 (1976), 
“Finite size behavior of the Ising square lattice”)

• do also BLOCKING (called “coarse grained 
technique” in that paper)



How to do efficiently 
simulations as 

a function of  T?

• Sometimes EQUILIBRATION time is long...

• IDEA: for T’ close to T, choose as starting 
point the equilibrated output of  T



Ising model: size problems
CHAPTER 17. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF THE CANONICAL ENSEMBLE 600
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Figure 17.2: The temperature dependence of the specific heat C (per spin) of the Ising model on
a L = 8 and L = 16 square lattice with periodic boundary conditions. One thousand Monte Carlo
steps per spin were used for each value of the temperature. The continuous line represents the
temperature dependence of C in the limit of an infinite lattice. (Note that C is infinite at T = Tc

for an infinite lattice.)

Problem 17.10. Finite size scaling and the critical properties of the two-dimensional Ising model

a. Use the relation (17.27) together with the exact result ν = 1 to estimate the value of Tc on
an infinite square lattice. Because it is difficult to obtain a precise value for Tc with small
lattices, we will use the exact result kTc/J = 2/ ln(1 +

√
2) ≈ 2.269 for the infinite lattice in the

remaining parts of this problem.

b. Determine the specific heat C, |m|, and the susceptibility χ at T = Tc for L = 2, 4, 8, and 16.
Use as many Monte Carlo steps per spin as possible. Plot the logarithm of |m| and χ versus
L and use the scaling relations (17.29)–(17.31) to determine the critical exponents β and γ.
Assume the exact result ν = 1. Do your log-log plots of |m| and χ yield reasonably straight
lines? Compare your estimates for β and γ with the exact values given in Table 13.1.

c. Make a log-log plot of C versus L. If your data for C is sufficiently accurate, you will find
that the log-log plot of C versus L is not a straight line but shows curvature. The reason for
this curvature is that α in (17.24) equals zero for the two-dimensional Ising model, and hence
(17.30) needs to be interpreted as

C ∼ C0 lnL. (17.32)

Is your data for C consistent with (17.32)? The constant C0 in (17.32) is approximately 0.4995.
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Figure 17.2: The temperature dependence of the specific heat C (per spin) of the Ising model on
a L = 8 and L = 16 square lattice with periodic boundary conditions. One thousand Monte Carlo
steps per spin were used for each value of the temperature. The continuous line represents the
temperature dependence of C in the limit of an infinite lattice. (Note that C is infinite at T = Tc

for an infinite lattice.)

Problem 17.10. Finite size scaling and the critical properties of the two-dimensional Ising model

a. Use the relation (17.27) together with the exact result ν = 1 to estimate the value of Tc on
an infinite square lattice. Because it is difficult to obtain a precise value for Tc with small
lattices, we will use the exact result kTc/J = 2/ ln(1 +

√
2) ≈ 2.269 for the infinite lattice in the

remaining parts of this problem.

b. Determine the specific heat C, |m|, and the susceptibility χ at T = Tc for L = 2, 4, 8, and 16.
Use as many Monte Carlo steps per spin as possible. Plot the logarithm of |m| and χ versus
L and use the scaling relations (17.29)–(17.31) to determine the critical exponents β and γ.
Assume the exact result ν = 1. Do your log-log plots of |m| and χ yield reasonably straight
lines? Compare your estimates for β and γ with the exact values given in Table 13.1.

c. Make a log-log plot of C versus L. If your data for C is sufficiently accurate, you will find
that the log-log plot of C versus L is not a straight line but shows curvature. The reason for
this curvature is that α in (17.24) equals zero for the two-dimensional Ising model, and hence
(17.30) needs to be interpreted as

C ∼ C0 lnL. (17.32)

Is your data for C consistent with (17.32)? The constant C0 in (17.32) is approximately 0.4995.

We cannot simulate an INFINITE system!



Ising model: size problems
INTERFACE EFFECTS:
example of energy for HALF UP/HALF DOWN 
configurations:

L=2       E= 0 
L=4       E=-1       

L=8       E=-1.5
L=16     E=-1.75
L=20     E=-1.8
L=32     E=-1.875
.... for an infinite system: E=-2

We have a (“interface”) term proportional to 1/L

“interface”



Ising model: alternative dynamics

• in the SPIN FLIP dynamics the order parameter 
is not conserved (M changes during evolution)

• alternative: NN spin exchange (Kawasaki dyn.)              
(exchange two NN spins picked at random;    
M is conserved;   this is equivalent to LATTICE 
GAS MODELS with fixed number of particles) 



Ising model: Kawasaki dynamics
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2D Ising model



T=10, starting from random configuration
By HeMath - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=37327967



Ising model: 
other generalizations

• SPINS:  XY,  Heisenberg,  Potts...

• LATTICES: Square,  Triangle,  Cubic,  
Honeycomb,  Kagome....

• INTERACTIONS:  Magn. Field,  Antiferrom., 
Next Nearest Neighbor (NNN)....



Universality and critical exponents



on 
$/home/peressi/comp-phys/IX-ising/  
[do: $cp /home/peressi/.../IX-ising/* .]

ising.f90

Program: 



Exercise

(a)  Choose L=30, T=2, and initially spin=±1 randomly. Calculating and plotting 
the energy < E >/N and the magnetization < M >/N per particle as a function 
of Metropolis-MC steps, how much time (i.e. how many nequil MC steps) is it 
necessary to equilibrate the system? 

Hint: 
- Since initially spin=±1 randomly, E/N and M/N initially will be far from the 
expected equilibrium average value.
First, set nequil=0 and plot instantaneous values of E/N and M/N.  
Estimate nequil from that plot!!!  Visualization is important!!!!

nequil of course depends on T and on the initial situation

Then, set nequil not zero and calculate the time average < E >/N and < M >/N;
increasing the total nmcs, the two quantities should converge...
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Exercise
(a)  Choose L=30, T=2, and initially spin=±1 randomly. ...
Plot a snapshot of the spin pattern: does the system appear ordered or 
disordered? 

it should appear ordered...

p 'ising-up.dat' ps 3 pt 7,'ising-down.dat' ps 3 pt 7
Plotting “ising-up.dat” and “ising-down.dat”  which contain the coordinates of 
spin up and down respectively, one should get something like that:

Calculate also c and χ. 



Exercise
(a)  Choose L=30, T=2, and initially spin=±1 randomly. ...

Calculate also c and χ. 

(b)  Choose T=1 and repeat (a). ..

Phase transitions in magnetics http://www.ibiblio.org/e-notes/Perc/ising.htm
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Phase transitions in magnetics

Phase transitions are observed in surprisingly simple 
systems, e.g. on a lattice of interacting spins si (magnet

vectors). Interaction energy of nearest neighbours pair is 
    Eij = -J (si sj ) . 

Total energy E and magnetization M for a spins 
configuration {s1, s2, ... sn} is obtained by summation

throughout the lattice. In the Heisenberg model every spin
can take arbitrary direction. In the XY model spins rotate in a
plane.

In the Ising model spins have only two possible states +-1 (up or down). As since every spin takes

two values, therefore there are 2n different configurations for n spins. You see below 24 = 16 spin 
configurations for 2x2 lattice.
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For J > 0 the state of lowest energy is when all spins are aligned. The state has macroscopic
magnetizaion, i.e. it is ferromagnetic. The system is degenerate as since several configurations have
the same energy. Entropy S(E) is minimal when spins are aligned and it grows with increasing of E
(and hence degeneracy).

It is supposed that spins interact too with thermostat at 
temperature T. In thermal equilibrium any system
minimizes the F = E - T S value. Therefore at low
temperature Ising spins minimize energy. Interaction aligns
all spin vectors in the same direction, giving huge total 
magnetic fields. At high temperature the system maximizes
entropy (and disorder). Thermal fluctuations break this
order. The randomness of the spin configuration tends to
wash out the large scale magnetism. 
In the 2D Ising model there is a phase transition at Tc =

2.269 from disordered (non-magnetic) to ordered magnetic 
state (see Fig.1).

2D Ising model

20x20 Ising lattice is shown below. Up and down spins are white and black squares. You see
magnetization M (the red curve) and energy E (the blue one) in the right part of the applet and in the
Status bar. You can watch thermal fluctuations, phase transition and clusters formation (or melting)
by changing temperature (choose 200x200 lattice for a 1GHz PC) 



Raw data: traces, covariance and autocorrelation time

Trace: magnetization for T = 2.27J/kB � TC (105 sweeps)
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Magnetization (105 sweeps)
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Energy (105 sweeps)
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Magnetic susceptibility (105 sweeps)
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Magnetic susceptibility near Tc (106 sweeps)
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Specific heat (105 sweeps)
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Specific heat near Tc (106 sweeps)
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